Product information TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
ALIEN. Alkyd paint, solvent based, low pressure, satin paint.
250 ml, 6.7 Oz, 190 g

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS

With its exceptional size and manageability Alien is Montana Colors’ most experimental
initiative, designed for graffiti, sign painting and high precision general decoration
thanks to its low pressure and its valve. Made from modified a alkyd enamel, with
an incredibly fast drying time. Retains its color when exposed to the elements
due to the high quality of its components. Gives surfaces an unbeatable glossiness.

Due to the product’s features we recommend its use for painting all kinds
of materials, whether it be for decoration, crafts, fine arts, and definitely,
anywhere that requires a spray paint of the highest quality. May also be used for:

FEATURES

APPEARANCE

Low pressure.
Fast drying.
Good hardening.
Excellent flexibility.
Satin paint
Strong resistance to scratching once the film is polymerized.
Does not contain lead nor other heavy metals.
Good covering capability.
Durability satin appearance and color
Easy to apply and repaint.
Very good resistance to the sun and rain.
Very good resistance to UV light (see chart).

- Fine arts
- Plastics

- Muralism
- Industry

- Decorated
- Automotion

LID
Protects the valve.
and the nozzle.

DONUT
Indicates
the paint color.

140 mm.

-

- Graffiti Art
- DIY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Shake the aerosol well before using, approximately for one minute after hearing
the sound of the mixer.
- Apply to clean, dry surfaces. On rusty metallic surfaces: Remove rust with a wire
brush and prepare an anti-rust primer if considered necessary. Apply an anchor
layer on plastics and polyesters.
65 mm.

- For best results apply in thin layers. Three thin layers are always better than
one thick one, and may be repainted within fifteen minutes with the same paint.
- Turn the aerosol upside down to clean out the valve after use.
If te nozzle becomes blocked replace it with a new one.

LABEL

CAP SYSTEM

- Never apply to equipment that is plugged in and use in well ventilated areas.
- Request safety datasheets.

REF. N#

Nombre del color
Color name

Serial number

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Basse pression:
Female valve
Propulseur:
Butane / propane / mix
Type de liant:
Modified alkyd
Color:
See chart
Shine 60º (ASTM D-1640 ISO 1517):
30-50% satin
Dry to the touch (ASTM D-1640 ISO 1517):
15’
Completely dry (ASTM D-1640 ISO 1517): 		
24 hours
Thickness of dry layer (ASTM D-823 ISO 2808): 		
15 microns/layer
Adherence (ASTM D-3359 ISO 2409)
0B
Theorical yield (pintado en continuo):
1,5 m² for 250 ml
Thinner:
Mezcla MTN Solvent
Product life: 		
(Well Stored) 10 Years
Condition for application:
Minimum room temoerature 8ºC
Surface temperature 5ºC a 50ºC
Max humidity 85% R.H.P
Heat resistance of paint:
100ºC

COD. BARRAS/BAR CODE

Opacity level

Route number
Expiration Date

Outside endurence

PACKAGING
Low pressure.
Nominal capacity 250 ml.
Heat resistance of packaging : <50ºC
propellant: GLP – HC C3-C4
Box (6 units)
205 X 140 X 150 mm.

* All of the adherence tests have been carried out on iron plates..

COLORES 2 Colores
Blanco / White
EX0189510
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Negro / Black
EX0189511

Certified ENTERPRISE according to quality
and environmental standards
ISO 9001 - ISO 14001

Made in Europe.
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